THANK YOU!
(UNIS Hanoi 25th Birthday Gift Fund Project Approval Report – April 2014)

The 25th Birthday Gift Fund projects have been approved and thanks to the generosity of
our community will continue to change lives for the next 25 years!

Background
In 2012-2013 UNIS Hanoi celebrated “25 Years of Learning to Inspire” with projects, programmes and events throughout the
year designed to honour the past, empower the present and build for the future.
th

As one of the highlights of the year, the 25 Birthday Ball not only brought together the UNIS Hanoi community to celebrate the
anniversary with founding heads of school and other VIP guests, it was also an opportunity to fundraise, in order that the School
might give back its own ‘birthday present’ to its host country community.
th

th

It was agreed that the fundraising during the 25 Birthday celebrations would be used to establish a 25 Birthday Gift Fund and
that the projects to be supported would be identified in 2013-2014 involving a cross community selection process.
This summary report is the culmination of that process detailing the approved distribution of the funds from the 25th Birthday
Gift Fund. (A more detailed report is available upon request from the Advancement Office.)
None of this would have been possible without the extraordinary support from the UNIS Hanoi community and in particular our
th
generous donors who supported the 25 Birthday Ball.

THANK YOU!

25th Birthday Gift Fund Goals
th

The 25 Birthday Gift Fund supports sustainable Service Learning projects which engage students and build community in
partnership with local groups.
The goal was to raise 25,000 USD for our 25th Birthday, and thanks to the community’s generous support we quickly achieved
that target and went on to raise a fabulous 37,000 USD.
th

The 25 Birthday Gift Fund will support our local Vietnamese community through Service Learning projects in partnership with
local groups which:


ENGAGE UNIS HANOI STUDENTS in genuine and reciprocal learning experiences



BUILD COMMUNITY and meaningfully strengthen the School's relationships with the local community over time



ARE SUSTAINABLE for both for the community the project aims to support, and for UNIS Hanoi.

Process Outline
The process was designed to be as inclusive as possible with opportunities for our community to contribute proposals for
consideration, as well as to be involved in the decision making.
There are two key ways in which the School has endeavoured to make this a cross community project:
1. In sourcing suitable projects for the distribution of funds, the School asked for proposals from students, faculty, parents
and alumni. (August to October 2013).
th
2. In choosing the final recipients of the 25 Birthday Gift Funds, an Advisory Group and Core Committee were established
to assist the Head of School in the decision making process.
th

In addition to the Community Consultation phase of the 25 Birthday Gift Fund we also worked systematically through all the
existing Service Projects at UNIS Hanoi to identify:
1. Projects that have potential to be significantly enhanced
2. Projects that could be extended into new areas
3. New projects that have been recommended by the D-12 team within the context of the D-12 goals and planning.

Projects for Consideration
Submitted by the Community for consideration:
a. Huong La Centre for Disabled and Abandoned Children
b. Australian Charity for the Children of Vietnam
c. Healthy Hearts and East Meets West partnership
Submitted by the Service Learning Team for consideration:
a. UNIS Hanoi Microfinance For Change with Bloom Microventures
b. Swim for Life
c. The Mobile Book Project

Decision Making
Thanks to the generosity of our UNIS Hanoi community, there were sufficient funds to support all the proposals that were
th
eligible. The process focused on ensuring that the projects would respect the goals and intent of the 25 Birthday Gift Fund and
would be a fiscally transparent.
All projects were investigated by a small group before presentation to the Core Committee and then to the Advisory Group
before making final recommendations to the Head of School. In order to help ensure that the projects chosen are a good fit for
th
the 25 Birthday Gift Fund, a simple analysis framework was used with the groups.
Agreeing to the development of measurement frameworks and reporting structures in partnership is a pre-requisite for funding
to be awarded.

Funding Approval
On April 17, 2014 the Head of School, Dr Chip Barder approved the unanimous recommendations of the Core Committee and
th
Advisory Group. The 25 Birthday Gift Funds will be distributed in 2014-2015 as follows:
HUONG LA

5000 USD

ACCV
HEALTHY HEARTS
MICRO-FINANCE

5000 USD
4500 USD
10000 USD

SWIM FOR LIFE
MOBILE LITERACY KITS

10000 USD
2750 USD

TOTAL

37250 USD

NOTE: The funding for all the projects will be paid over a number of years to promote sustainability

About the Projects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Huong La Centre for Disabled and Abandoned Children
Australian Charity for the Children of Vietnam
Healthy Hearts and East Meets West partnership
UNIS Hanoi Microfinance For Change with Bloom Microventures
Swim for Life
The Mobile Book Project

1. Bringing Education to Huong La Centre for Disabled and Abandoned Children

The Huong La Centre has been caring for disabled and abandoned children for 25 years in a small, largely self-sustaining centre
run by a church mission established in Vietnam more than 100 years ago.
th

The 25 Birthday Gift Fund will pay for the training of Centre staff in partnership with the Hanoi University of Education,
Department Special Needs Education, to provide basic numeracy and literacy skills for these most isolated of children.
A new Service Learning group will be established to enable UNIS Hanoi students to work with the children in the classroom and
in more social skill development. We will also arrange for the students to visit regularly the UNIS Hanoi campus building a long
term relationship.

2. Australian Charity for the Children of Vietnam

ACCV was founded in 2006 by the Australian Vidotto family after visiting Vietnam for a family vacation. The Charity led by Alison
Vidotto and her daughter Rose supports children in 3 main projects:
1. Support for blind and visually impaired students to access education (English and IT).
2. Supporting students from low-socio economic background to finish High School and University.
3. Supporting families in poverty with medical bills for seriously ill children and to help provide a sustainable solution over
time.
A new Service Learning group will be established to enable UNIS Hanoi students to learn from this small NGO and to work with
them using the Birthday Gift Funds to both provide support for medical care for serioiusly ill children and to develop a new
programme with the charity to extend the impact of their support for blind children.

3. UNIS Hanoi Healthy Hearts Service Learning group partnering with East Meets West

UNIS student Linnea Niklasson underwent major heart surgery as a young child in Sweden to correct a life threatening condition.
During her fourth grade Unit of Inquiry about Healthy Bodies, and her Grade 5 PYP Exhibition she became fascinated by the
heart, her surgery and to understand what would happen to children in Vietnam who are born with the same condition. She was
shocked to discover that something that was almost routine in her home country was unaffordable for most families in Vietnam
and that many of the children die in early childhood. She committed to fundraising and with the support of her family partnered
with East Meets West to support children in Vietnam through the same correctional heart surgery.
When she moved to Middle School, Linnea with other students created a new Service Learning group - Healthy Hearts. Their
goals are for fundraising, to raise awareness and to visit the children in hospital regularly to run activities. The students together
have raised the funds which have paid for six life-saving operations to date.
The Birthday Gift Fund will match-fund the student fundraising for three years to provide more operations.

4. UNIS Hanoi Microfinance For Change partnering with Bloom Microventures

Micro-finance and supporting fair trade initiatives have been successfully established through the Service Learning programme
at UNIS Hanoi. Working in partnership with the specialist NGO, Bloom Microventures, the Birthday Gift Fund will institutionalize
the relationship and ensure that it is accessible to both Elementary and MSHS students.
Bloom Microventures have a well established reputation in Vietnam and are experienced in managing all aspects of the process
and yet are working on small enough scale which allows for a personal relationship to develop between the School, the NGO and
the community that we will be empowering.
Micro-finance provides a genuinely sustainable gift that keeps on giving and as such received significant funding to ensure the
Birthday Gift Fund will contribute in a way which would support change for the next 25 years.

5. Swim for Life

More young people die in Vietnam every year due to drowning than road traffic accidents and it is the biggest killer of children
in Vietnam.
UNIS Hanoi has been supporting KOTO for more than 10 years providing swimming lessons to their trainees through the Service
Learning Programme and more recently extending the programme to Blue Dragon.
The Birthday Gift Fund will extend the successful Swim For Life programme to local schools, developing a programme which
allows for children in Grade 4 and Grade 5 to attend a course of swimming lessons delivered by our own fully trained students
who can chose to gain certification.
In addition, training given to our own students to teach swim skills, and training courses that may be offered to young
Vietnamese in the future, will ensure that it is a gift that will keep on giving.

6. The Mobile Book Project: Promoting Reading and Literacy in the Community.

There have been cross-community initiatives at UNIS Hanoi this year to support literacy in Vietnam. This Birthday Gift Fund
project is a direct result of the collaboration between students from both divisions and parents, and will ensure the growth and
sustainability of an important new programme.
The prohibitive cost of books, under-resourced school libraries and lack of public libraries means access to books in Vietnam is
severely limited. The goal for this project it develop a new mobile resource that will be taken out into the community by our
students and help towards making reading a part of everyday life.
The Mobile Book Project aims to provide children and adults alike, with access to books and the opportunity to improve their
literacy and broader learning.
This is a project will exist in its own right but can additionally be a resource used by many of the existing UNIS Hanoi Service
Learning groups.

THANK YOU!
YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE BIRTHDAY GIFT FUND WILL TRANSFORM LIVES
Follow each project’s progress online www.unishanoi.org/BGF

